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A NOTE ON CONVERGENCE CLASSES 

By Chi Y oung Kim 

ln the comment [1] 1 have given the necessary and sufficient conditions for 

the uniform structure by the convergence class. ln this note 1 tried to prove 

the independency of the above conditions. Above conditions are as follows: 

Let "c' = {C.r} . be a fam iIy of orderedpairs (c, x) , where C is a sequenc in a 

set X and X a point in X and Cx means (c, x). 

(i) If c= (Xn) is a sequence such that Xn=X for each n, then CrE..c. 

(ii) Relation 르 directs the set D and the range of a function N on "c XD 
= ((Cr, d)} is the set of natural numbers, and if d’ 르d， then N(cr. d ’) 

르N(cr， d). 

(iii) For each d in D and each X in X , there is a member d’ in D such 

that if XEcy(N(cy, d)) for Cy in ..c, then YEcr(N(cr, d)) for some Cr in "c. 

(iv) For each d in D and each X in X there is a member d’ in D such 

that if XECy(d') and YEcz(d') for some Cy, Cr in ..c then x，εc’z(d) for 

some C’ z in ..c. (where cr(d)=cr(N(cr, d)) etc.) 
In Lemma 1, we shall prove the independency of Kelley's five conditions: 

(a) Each members of vl contains the diagonal L1, (b) If UEVl, then U-IEVl, (c) If 

UεVl， then Vo VCU for some V in Vl, (d) If U and V are members of Vl, then 

UoVEV1, and (e) If UEVl and UcVcXXX then VEVl. And in theorem 1 the 
independency of the above four conditions i) iv) for the convergence cIasses w iIl 
be proved bassd on Lemma 1. 

LEMMA 1. The followz'ng conditz'ons are mμtually z'ndependent. 

(a) UEV1-• U:; L1 

(b) UEVl-• U-1EVl 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

UElπ-→]VEV1: VoVcU 

PROOF. 

U， VεVl-→UoVεm 

Uεvl and UζVcXxX 

(1) Independency of (a) 

• VEVl 

Let X= (a) then XxX= ((a,a)). 

Now let Vl= (Uo• Utl. 
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where U 1= {(a.a) }, U o= {O}. 

Then (b) , (c) , (d) and (e) are all satisfied. but (a) is not satisfied. 

(2) Independency of (b). 

Let X={a, b). then XXX={(a.a) , (b, b). (a, b) , (b..a)}. 

Now let U 1= {(a. a) , (b, b) , (a, b)). U z= {(a, a). (b. b). (α.b). (b.a)} 

and Vl= {U h Uz}. then 

(c) is satisfied 

(d) is satisfied 
[since for all UfVl. U1oU1ιU} 
[clear] 

(e) is satisfied [clear] 

(b) is not satisfied. 

‘ (3) Independency of (c). 

Let X = {a. b. c} then 

XXX= {(a.a). (b.b). (c.c). (a.b). (b.a). (a.c). (c.a). (b.c). (c.b)} 

New let U o= {(a. α). (b.b). (c.c). (a.b). (b.c)} 

U 1= {Uo• (α• c)} U IO = {Uo• (c. a). (c. b)} 

Uz= {Uo• (c. a)) 

Ua= {Uo• (b. a)) ‘ 

U4 = {Vo. (c. õ)) 

U 5= {Uo• (a.c). (c.a)} 

U 6= {Uo• (α.c).(b.a)) 

U 7= {Uo• (α， c) ， (c.b)) 

U 11 = {U5• (b.a)} 

U 1Z = {U5• (c. b)} 
U 1a = {Ua• (c. b)} 

U 14 = {Us• (c. b)} 

U 15 = {XXX} 

Ul8*i=Ui-l (i=0, 1, 2, ---, 8) 

Ua= (Uo• (b. a). (c; a)).. U25+i=U，갑 I (j=O.1.2) 

j “ j 

U g = {Uo(b. a) , (c. b)} Vl h = {Uo, U 1 • ...• U 15). Vl= {Uo• U 1• ….U꾀 

Then (a). (b). (d) and (e) are all satisfied but (c) is Jlot. satisfied since 

fo1' U o• there is no Ui f Vl such that Ui.oUiζUO• 

(4) Independcncy of (d). 

Let X= {a.b). U o= {(a.a). (b.b). (a.b)} 

U 1= {(a. a) , (b. b). (b, a)} 

U z= {(a.a) , (b.b). (a.b). (b.a)) 

and let Vl= {Uo• U h Uz}. 

Then (a) and (b) are c1ear1y satisfied. 

For (c) , i) UooUoCUo• ii) U1oU1CU1• iii) UzoUzCUz• 

(d) is not satisfied since Uo G\Ul= L1~Vl. (e) is clearly satisfied. 
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(5) Independency of (e). 

Let X= (α， b)， and 
let Uo=ð , U1=XXX. 
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And let V1= (Uo-. Ud. Then (a) , (b) , (c) and (d) are c1eady satisfied. 
But (e) is not satisfied. 

THEOREM 1, The four conditions i) iv) for the convergence cl'asses are 

mutually indeþendent. 

PROOF. (1) Independency of i). 

Let X= {α} andlet V1 ={Uo, Ud where U1={(a, a) }, Uo={OJ. 

Let .c be the null family of convergence sequences, then i) is not 

since (a, a, a, ...... J ~ .c. ln ii) let do르d， where do=Uo, d ,=U ,. iii) , 

dearIy satisfied since the function N is not defined. 

(2) Independency of ii). 

satisfied 
iv) are 

Let X= (α， b)， and let Uo= {(α， α) ， (b， b) )， U.={(a, α) ， (b, b) , (α， b) ), U 2 = {u 0, 
(b, å) }, "Ua느 {U1 UU2} And let Ui[X] , where i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and XεX， be the neigh

borhoods of x. Let ðι be the class of all convergent sequences relative to the 

above neighborhood system. Let D= (do, d .. d2, daJ be the directed set with 

do르d， 르da， do르d2르da• Then by Lemma 1, (c) of [1], the function N is defined such 

that N(cx , dï) =N(cx,Uï) with the exception of N(ca, do)=l and ./I((c,,,, do)=l 

where ca= {a, b, a, a, …}, c.= (b, a, b, b' ... ) then N(ca, do) = 1 <N(ca, d 2) =2. There
fore ii) is not satisfied and conditi。그s i) , iii) and ix) are clearly satisfied. 

(3) Independency of iii). 

Let X = {a, bJ and V1= {U1, Ud , where U 1 = {(α， a) ， (b, b) , (a, b) ), andlet {α， bJ 

be the neighbor hood of a and {b} and {α， b} be the neighborhoods of b. And let 

.c be the class of all convergence sequences relative to the above neighbJrhoods 

system. And also let d l>d2 and N(cx, d,) =N(cx, U 1) , N(cx, d2) = N(cx, U2) , 

then i), ii) are clearly satisfied. iii) is not satisfied since for d ,fD and bεX， 

there is no di which satisfies the conditio:t iii). iv) is clearly satisfied. 

‘ 
(4) Independency of iv). 

Let X= {a, b, c}. In (c) of Lemma 1, V1 1 = {Uo, U 1, "', U1S} is directed by C. 

And let neighborhoods of the point α be {α， b} and {a, b, c}. 

Let neighborhoods of the point b be {b, cJ and {α， b, c} • 
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Let neighborhoods of the point c be (c), (b , c) , (c, a) and (a, b, c). 

Let di르dj if UiCUj, then D= (di) is directed by 르. 

Let 。ι be the class of all sequences Cx each of which converges to some point 

x in X relatiγe to the above neighborhoods system, and let N(c. , di) =N(c., U i) 

with the exception of NCc. , d i) =l, z"=O, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12. and N(cc, dj)=1. 

j=O, 1, 3, 6where c.={a, a, b, b,""") and cc={b, b , c, C,"""l. Theniv) is notsatis

fied since lordofD and the point afX, there is no di which satisfies the 

condition iv). i) and ii) are clearly satisfied. iii) is also satisfied since for 

each point of X and each di (i=α 1, """, 15), there is d o which satisfies the 

-

condition iii). 

Note: 1 wish to express here my hearty thanks to Prof. E. Kallin for his 

valuable remarks on my comment [1] who made them in Math. Review 

Vol 22, No. 1A (1961). 
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